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YOUR URBAN
SECURITY PARTNER
A DISCUSSION WITH OUR CLIENTS OVER A NEWSLETTER

SECURITY GUARDS SALARIES
BEATEN DOWN BY SECURITY
COMPANIES
Ground-breaking innovation by FWG to maintain
security standards.
MALAYSIA — The Ministry of Human Resources (MOHR) has
ordered all companies to have a minimum wage of RM 1,925
(26 working days) effective from January 2019. With respect to
this order, Ministry of Home Affairs (MOHA) has strictly enforced
this minimum wage scheme for the security guards as well. A
security guard who fits into all the MOHA compliance has the
rights to get this structured minimum wage from their employers,
but , the ultimate question here is, are they getting paid
accordingly? If they aren't, why ?
To cut the cost for their clients, huge number of security
companies in Malaysia , aren't paying their security guards
accordingly. Despite government's minimum wage orders, these
security companies holds the same payment structure for their
security guards to maintain the cost cutting savvy for their clients.
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" We will do a free
assessment for our
clients to get them
the utmost accurate
yet cost effective
security structure.
The goal is to
effectively stem the
flow of harmful
threats and encourage
a safe environment "

Mr. Krishnan Sukumaran
Executive Director
FWG Global

This leads to huge abundance of security guards
whom aren't compliant with MOHA compliance,
which then spear leads to a very low standard of
security service. Hence, quality of security drops
and the need for a security guard, dives down.
Unlike others, FWG strictly follows all MOHA
compliance and we pay our security guards
accordingly. Meanwhile, to assist our clients to
save cost on their security wing, FWG has diversify
it's services with integrated solutions to automate
and strengthen security depth.

With FWG's integrated &
intelligent security solutions,
number of guards drops, radius
of security widens - strengthens
Essentially, if clients opt to adapt intelligent
security solutions, their cost drops yet
security becomes more automated and
strengthened.

INTUITIVE
VISITOR
MANAGEMENT
SYSTEM

FWG's Intuitive Visitor Management System
(VMS) is an efficient solution to manage and
structure visitor's access and movement in a
secured premise.
Our automated visitor management systems lend
a more professional appearance to check in
systems, enhance security and meet compliance
mandates for the collection and auditing of visitor
data.
Real-time integration with the Access Control
System (door access, turnstiles, lift access and
CCTV) allows dynamic access to right assignment
by integrating card issuance and biometric
solutions such as fingerprint and face recognition
sensors.
CONTACT US TO LEARN MORE
ABOUT OUR INTUITIVE VISITOR
MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE
reachus@fwg.my
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